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C.72 

STRAND PAGEANT 
LANTERN 

PATTERN 58 1,000/1,500 WATTS 

This lantern provides a very intense soft edged narrow 
beam of light, the size of which can be varied 
slightly. It is particularly suitable for simulating sun-
1 ight on the stage, and for photography and other cases 
where a really intense beam is required. 

SPECIFICATION 

The lantern is constructed in sheet steel and suitably ventilated . Rear 
of lantern is formed by a spinning which carries a 10-in. diameter polished l 
super pure anodised aluminium reflector. (Glass is available as alternative.) ! l, 
The lamp tray carries a large prefocus lamp holder with a chemically blacked 
masking disc in front of the lamp to cut out direct light spill from filament . 
Focusing is by worm drive with knob at front and rear. Access to interior 
is from the front by dropping the masking disc which is hinged for the purpose. Front runners will carry two 
colour frames or .one colour and a diffuser (only one colour frame supplied). Tilting fork with 3-in. diamete r 
locking wheels terminates in at-in . Whitworth stem for suspension by barrrel clamps or insertion in a stand . 
Wired with 3-ft. heat resisting tails. Finished: stove black crystalline enamel outside, matt black inside . 

Lamps: 1,000 or 1,500-watt Class A.1 Tubular Projectors with large prefocus cap. (Maximum angle of tilt 
up or down 22t 0 ) . 1,000-watt Class T Projector (flat grid in round bulb) with large prefocus cap. 1 ,000-watt 
Class B.1 Round Bulb with large prefocus cap. 

Beam Angles: Maximum 17°, minimum 11 °. Maximum Throw: Normally used up to 100 feet. 
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Weight : 221b . 

£ s. d. 

PRICE (exclusive of lamp) with fork and pin as shown or fork with feet . . . 17 0 0 each 

NOTE: Remotely operated colour change mechanism can be fitted to this lantern . For details see leaflet C.85. 
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HEAD OFFICE AND SHOWROOMS 
29, KING STREET, LONDON, W.C .2 
SALES AND GOODS - 24, FLORAL ST., W.C.2 

TEMPLE BAR +!+! GRAMS : SPOTLITE RAND LONDON 

BRANCHES 
3130 OLDHAM ROAD, MANCHESTER 10 

COlL YHURST 2~36 

62, DAWSON ST., DUBLIN . DUB 7-4030 

Goods are only offered sub ject to our terms of bus iness. 


